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Chapter 141: A Series Of Explosive Attacks! 

With the bonuses from all three buff spells and the power of three different elements, Earth, Fire, and 

Wind, the Gigantic Titan Snake was showered in deadly explosions of elements. Sharp boulders pierced 

through his scales, blazing sunlight flares burned through his body, and slicing winds slashed through 

anything they reached. I quickly drank a second small MP Potion to continue bombarding the gigantic 

snake with explosions, my entire party was left speechless about what I was doing. Of course, they 

decided to not waste time and began to ready their own attacks. 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

"SHAAAAAA…! 

The snake finally freed itself from the bombarding explosions as there were no more Dragon Veins 

within the surrounding 10 meters, which was the limit of the spell I had used. 

[Dragon Vein Burst] 

Cost: 100 MP For Every Dragon Vein 

Cooldown: 30 Seconds 

Unleash the fury of nature and utilize your bond with spirits to make all the Dragon Veins within a 

distance of 10 meters around you to explode into elemental attacks that target the nearest foe with the 

highest HP, each Dragon Vein element will generate its own elemental attack. 

This spell was truly devastating after buffing myself to such an extent! The giant snake suddenly 

dropped into the floor, gasping for air. The monster's body was half burned, with enormous wounds, 

and with severe slashes pouring blood everywhere. I slightly pitied the creature, but I knew that it would 

simply return to the game data if it were to die. With that in mind, I simply decided to take away my 

empathy for the moment and concentrate into saving the fairies. 

The giant snake quickly began to recover its reason, slowly beginning to realize what happened, but it 

was already too late, as enormous magic and weapon attacks reached him from all sides! My entire 

party readied their magical attacks. We were a full team of mages after all with a few physical attackers, 

but even the physical fighters unleashed long-ranged weapon attacks that generated "auras" made out 

of MP. 

"Grand Elemental Chimera Beast Spirit!" Titan roared, as the enormous chimera suddenly grew thrice its 

original size, gaining the element of darkness as well and rushing forward, attacking the giant snake with 

all sorts of explosive elemental attacks, ice, wind, fire, earth, darkness, and light. 

Meanwhile, Titan didn't simply stood still, as he put his hands below the ground and used his Plant 

Manipulation and other Spells from Green Magic to create piercing roots that emerged from below the 

ground, what a great idea! 

"ROOOARRR!" 
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"GROOARR!" 

The giant chimera beast spirit and the monstrous snake battled like two kaiju, explosions of elemental 

magic began to resonate everywhere, as the gigantic snake poured bullets of corrosive venom over the 

beast spirit, which began to slowly consume its health. The beast spirit, however, was fierce, attacking 

with claws, fangs, tail, and magic. 

While the two were distracted, the Mushroom Brigade readied their weapons and magic, staying in a 

single well-coordinated group, showers of arrows, magic, and weapon techniques composed of auras 

quickly hit the snake from a single concentrated direction. The snake's head felt a tremendous pain as its 

skull almost cracked with all the attacks, it quickly and annoyingly sweep its tail, attempting to take us 

down with a single hit. 

FLUOSH! 

In that moment, I ran forward without thinking it twice, controlling the little Mana left behind in my 

body and the small quantities of Spiritual Essence into my weapon, I suddenly turned it into a large 

scythe. I knew that scythes were also used as farming tools, and the effects of [Farming Tool Usage] 

were going to take effect! 

SLAAASH! 

With a single and strong swing of my scythe, the tip of the snake's tail was easily sliced, the flesh flew 

out of the snake's body, falling over the floor and rolling, leaving specks of blood that turned into 

particles of light, alongside the big piece of meat, which turned into a dropped item that was lying over 

the floor! 

Wait, this reminds me of Monster Hunter a bit, hitting certain spots of a monster usually gave you 

certain parts of their bodies. Is this how it works for giant monsters like these? 

"Woah, this thing is sharp!" I said in surprise, as the snake cried in agony. 

"SHAAAAAAH!" 

The Titanic Snake didn't take it kindly of me slicing the tip of his tail so mercilessly, as it roared back at 

me, but was quickly stopped by Titan's sharp spear-like roots and his beast spirit fighting against him. 

However, the snake furiously unleashed a purple-colored fog that covered a wide area, making the 

beast spirit struggle within it, slowly beginning to weaken, all while the roots of Titan began to grow 

drier! 

"Shit!" 

Titan cut off his arms from the rest of the roots before he were to be poisoned any longer, as I swiftly 

conjured [Healing Antidote Sap] over his face. 

SPLASH! 

"There!" 

"T-Thanks, but you didn't had to, I also got that spell…" 



"Oh…" 

CLASH! 

The enormous Giant Snake angrily attacked the Beast Spirit of Titan, as it continued to grow weaker and 

weaker due to this poisonous fog! The beast fought back with everything it had, quickly slashing and 

biting the snake but everything seemed futile! Ultimately, it decided to explode! 

BOOOOMMM!!! 

"Ugh, that better kill that thing!" Titan said desperately. 

The enormous explosion was like a nuke, but it was completely concentrated into the snake for some 

magical mean, and barely affected its surroundings. The Titanic Snake fell down into the floor, its 40 

meters big body rolling in agony, and slowly beginning to stand back up again, sliding towards us while 

trying to ignore all the wounds on its body. This gigantic beast had over 10k HP and we had barely 

dished out roughly 40%, there was still over 60% more HP to take down, and it was rushing directly at us 

while emanating a strong and deadly red and purple aura. 

It was pissed! 
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Chapter 142: Acorn's Trump Card And Achly's Strongest Spell! 

"I have prepared these just for this occasion!" Acorn roared, as he quickly began taking out several 

bombs from his Inventory and launched them at the snake! 

His [Acorn Throwing] Skill ended evolving into [Alchemy Throwing] Skill after he evolved enough and 

was able to launch bombs and other alchemy items with amazing precision and speed. Colorful red, 

blue, and yellow-colored bombs flew out of Acorn's hands one after the other, bombarding the giant 

titanic beast with elemental attacks. 

And then, acorn gathered the three elements of his Grimoire and unleashed a small storm of fire, 

thunder, and ice! His bombs really reminded me of Atelier games I used to play when I was younger, to 

think you can make elemental bombs with Alchemy really fills me with the intent to practice it more! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOOOMMM!!! 

"SHAAAA! GRYYSSH!" The giant snake shook his head angrily, tanking the damage with its fury and 

enormous HP quantity. It seemed to be capable of easily taking this damage. Acorn's dozens of bombs 

were very powerful and his magic as well thanks to his Grimoire, but even then, the beast rushed 

forward and Acorn quickly ran away behind a building. The snake was targeting him though, as it began 

to rush through the city and started to break trhgouh the buildings. 

"UWAAAH! G-GET AWAY! PETRIFICATION BOMB!" 

Suddenly, Acorn took out a weird bomb he had with him and threw it at the snake! The bomb had the 

shape of a gray stone, and when it touched the snake's head, it suddenly exploded, covering the entire 

beast's head with stone! 

"GRYSHAAAHHH…!" 
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"Acorn, come here!" I said, mounting Belle, with Rita at my side, I grabbed Acorn with my hands and 

quickly brought him away. We had been running around this sector of the city to leave with the least 

damage possible, all while making the snake change its target by attacking it from several directions 

each time. 

"That was a Petrification Bomb?! I didn't knew such a thing existed." I said with a shocked expression in 

my face. 

"Well yeah, there's a special Herb I found named Gorgon's Tongue, it secretes a very deadly toxin that 

can cause petrification to anyone that gets into contact with it. I used it with gloves to make a special 

bomb, it is very rare so I only have three!" He cried, feeling heart broken he had to use one of the three 

Petrification Bombs. 

"Did that killed it?" Asked Rita. 

"No, that thing's still alive!" I said. Easily looking at the monster's status to find out it had its HP full, and 

the Petrification Status Effect had quickly been healed forcefully. The scales and skin of the beast were 

broken down and the monstrous creature showed us its fleshy interior, with blood pouring everywhere! 

"SSHAAAA!" 

The snake forcefully broke out the outer stone layer and then began to shed its skin?! It was doing just 

that! Apparently, it is a Skill it possess named [Skin Shed] and it allows to heal wounds and recover some 

HP! This damn wormy thing was healing itself now?! 

Leaving an enormous amount of shed skin over the floor, which then converted itself into a dropped 

item named [Titan Snake Shed Skin] x1, the enormous Mid Boss began sliding towards us, most of the 

wounds were gone and now covered once more in lustrous scales. However, I realized that not 

everything was as it was shown! Snakes usually shed their skin because they need room to grow bigger, 

the scales yet in the way, so they slowly shed them for new ones to grow. 

So usually, their skin ends up slightly exposed, and their surface become slimmer and shinier as a result. 

Without their old scales, they're actually quite defenseless! With that in mind, I noticed that the Mid 

Boss Status had its defenses decreased by -50% for 5 minutes! Shedding Skin restored roughly 20% of its 

HP, but decreased his DEF a lot! Is this the moment we need to attack it with everything we got? But it 

has suddenly become faster as a result as well, and braver too, so it's definitely trying to eat us up! 

CLASH! 

CLASH! 

CLASH! 

Its gigantic jaws constantly closed against us, as it was trying to eat us whole! Belle and Nightmare (Rita 

named her Summon like this) were pretty fast and were able to out speed the Snake thanks to my buffs 

and the food they ate, which enhanced their stats temporarily, but this won't last forever either! 

"Achlys! Is your attack ready?!" I asked. 



"Yeah…! I'll shot it now!" Rira cried, thankfully she had it ready! She had been gathering Malice Essence 

from the entire city since we got inside, so her Malice Orb had grown several meters big. She quickly 

called it to the tip of her staff and then pointed her arm at the giant snake sliding towards us. 

"Abyssal Underworld Gate!" 

Wait, that's a new Spell! 

TRUUUMMM…! 

Suddenly, all the Malice and Mana Rita had concentrated into the floor right before the snake, quickly 

making it stop as an enormous black gate emerged. It looked like a portal right to the underworld! The 

gigantic gate erected up to almost 30 meters, so big it almost covered the entire face of the titanic 

snake. The entire thing emanated an enormous aura of pure obscure darkness and had an eerie 

phantasmal presence. 

CREAAAK…! 

The enormous gate opened, as an eternal abyss of pure darkness emerged from within, and then, 

countless of tentacles with red eyes attached to them began to attack the snake, coiling around its 

entire body! Woah, w-what the heck is going on?! This was never something I expected Rita to be able 

to conjure… But the Class she choose, that Dark Magic she has, it has a special power with Malice. These 

overpowered spells can only be used rarely when there's a ton of Malice accumulated in the Malice Orb 

that Rita had, and now, she was unleashing this ultimate spell! 

"GRYYYSSHAAAAA!" 

The titanic snake screamed in pure horror and fear, as the tentacles entangled his entire body and 

began dragging him into the gates of the underworld, each second that it was being touched by those 

tentacles, it was receiving constant damage to his HP, and his MP was being drained rapidly as well! 
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Chapter 143: Finish It! 

The enormous and frightening Abyssal Gates that Rita summoned were truly impressive! They began to 

drag the Titan Snake into the depths of the darkness within the gate's interior, and those tentacles 

seemed super strong as well! Thanks to the snake lowering its own DEF due to shedding its skin, it was 

now ideal to shower it with blows, as many as we can! However, I quickly noticed that Rita was almost 

completely drained over Nightmare, looking all tired. 

"Hah~ This super spell drains my Satiation too, 90% of it." She said. 

"Eh?! A spell that drains satiation?" I asked in shock. 

"It's because it is pretty strong. Look how it captured a boss and is slowly draining away its life and 

mana… It's pretty great. I guess this is what Sorcerers are about, massive spells that drain away our 

lifespan… Though this is a game so it doesn't matter much… Nom." Rita said, eating a small fruit I gave 

her, which was one of the fruits I can grow out of my body named [Dryad's Gift]. 

"Yeah, it is pretty impressive but- Ah!" 
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I ended stopping my speech as I suddenly realized the Snake's HP was slowly depleting, but the spell 

wouldn't last enough to completely kill that thing. The gates were also accumulating damage, showing 

clear cracks with each struggle that the snake gave out. And because the creature was so big, it was 

impossible to completely drag it inside the gates either… If we don't attack that thing right now, it will 

free itself and just recover back to full HP again with its damn Shedding Skill! 

"SHAAAAAH!" 

The monstrous snake continued its furious onslaught and struggle, using his enormous jaws to tear apart 

the black tentacles, the gate was receiving constant damage! 

"Titan! Acorn! Mushroom Brigade, attack now with everything you've got!" I called out the three groups, 

as they were dispersed around the area where we had been fighting the giant snake. The golems had 

already been mostly destroyed and the fairy pilots had already ran for their live. It's not that the fairies 

were weak, this thing was just too strong. 

"Alright!" Titan roared. 

"I'll ready a big one then!" Acorn said. 

"Onward!" Sporegon roared, commanding the rest of the Mushroom Brigade. The little Mushroom 

knights assembled together around us, with Titan and Acorn at each side, they immediately charge their 

attacks, as a barrage of magic and weapon techniques began to fall over the snake struggling to free 

itself. 

"ATTACK!" I commanded, the mushrooms quickly unleashed their last bit of power and Mana left, the 

snake was showered in hits, as I saw that his HP was lowering slowly, but that wouldn't simply be 

enough! 

"One last shot, huh? I might as well use my hoarded Skill Points right away then!" Titan roared, as he 

suddenly began to level up a few Skills to Level 10, and then put his hands into the ground. I suddenly 

felt the power of the spirits gathering with his entire body, as his body grew into countless branches and 

roots stretching over constantly, the spiritual elemental energies gathered through these branches, 

forming an enormous spear covered in elemental spiritual essence and all of his MP, the roaring of the 

beasts he could summon resonated within this gigantic spike, as he suddenly launched it towards the 

snake! 

FLAAAASH! 

BOOOM!!! 

"GRYYYSSHIIAAA…! 

The snake immediately was affected as the gigantic spear-shaped spike of wood enchanted with 

spiritual magic pierced through its body. The body of this titanic snake was too big though, so even now 

it wasn't dying, but the HP took a big hit, it was now less than 30%! And that wasn't all, as the spear that 

Titan created quickly began to grow! 

"W-What?!" I asked in shock. 



"This is something that can be achieved by merging Plant Manipulation with Spirit Infusion and a lot of 

other buffing Skills!" Titan said, as he ordered the enormous wooden spear to spread out through the 

body of the Titan Snake, the wood continued to grow larger as branches and roots emerged one after 

the other, piercing through the entire flesh of the snake and making the gigantic creature agonize. 

"GRYYYSSSHHAAAAAAAAHHH…!" 

Another horrifying and nightmarish scram came out of the gigantic snake, as I wanted to just quickly end 

its suffering already. Acorn quickly decided to attack right after that, as he suddenly began to combine 

the three spells he could conjure. His Grimoire allowed him the conjuration of three basic spells of the 

Fire, Lightning, and Ice element, but he had discovered a fourth spell he had been using which combined 

all three elements together. 

"Elemental Storm!" Roared Acorn, with his large Grimoire floating at his side, his large amount of Mana 

was instantly used, gathering within a cloud of lightning, ice, and fireballs that fell over the gigantic 

snake in quick succession, blasting through its entire body and dealing more constant damage! 

"And now… it's my turn!" I said with a smile, feeling excited about finally ending this thing, as I saw that 

its HP was now getting below 20%! I had to hit it as hard as I possibly could though, or I wouldn't be able 

to pull it out completely. 

"I'm ready for another attack!" 

Suddenly, the Great Spirit spoke, right in time for an all-out-attack! 

"Alright! Go on!" I said. The Great Spirit of Harvest and Farming immediately began to resonate with my 

body, as her spiritual essence flowed through my arms and then reached my weapon, which I shaped as 

a scythe, as I had realized it had the most lethal and concentrated power of all the shapes my weapon 

could take. 

Without thinking it twice, I used [Spiritual Leap] by summoning a small Wind Spirit, and flew upwards, 

reaching above the head of the titanic snake, and pointing my scythe at it! Without a doubt, I swung it 

strongly, gathering all the MP left I had, and the Spiritual Essence given to me by the Great Spirit! 

SLAAAAASH! 

The slashing attack went through the Snake's head as its HP depleted to zero! 
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Chapter 144: Victory 

POOF! 

In a single second after its head was finally sliced through the slashing force of my scythe, the enormous 

titanic snake began to glow with bright light, slowly turning into many and smaller particles of light, 

slowly and finally dissipating. 

Ding! 

[You have defeated the [Mid Boss]!] 
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[The EXP earned has been stockpiled] 

[You gained 15000 Gold] 

[You acquired the [Titanic Snake's Bones] x40, [Giant Snake's Metallic Scales] x100, [Accursed Venom 

Fangs] x10… Items!] 

[Act II] of the Event has been completed] 

[Moving towards [Act III]: [Reconciliation] 

[Now that you and your party has managed to defeat the enormous threat of the Venomous Snakes for 

the time being, move back to the Fairy Castle and speak with the Fairy Queen, earn the trust of the 

fairies, and become their hero. If you can manage to help them recover their city, you'll be able to gain 

special benefits and the friendship of the Ancient Queen of the Fairies. It's all depends on you to find the 

traitor as well] 

[You have completed the Great Spirit Bond Quests!] 

[Available Mini Quests (3/3)] 

[Bond with the Great Spirit] [Reward: 10 SE] COMPLETE! 

[Defeat 20 Monsters with the Great Spirit's Aid] [Reward: 20 SE] COMPLETE! 

[Harvest 10 Healthy Crops with the Great Spirit's Aid] [Reward: 30 SE] COMPLETE! 

[Your bond with the Great Spirit is increasing! You have given your Great Spirit 60 Spiritual Essence 

Points!] 

[You acquired the [Great Spirit Vessel: Lv1] Class Skill!] 

[Your max MP has increased by +40!] 

[Your max INT has increased by +10!] 

[Your max WIS has increased by +10!] 

FLUOOSH! 

"Uooohh?!" The Great Spirit quickly reacted to this, feeling completely anew. "What is this feeling I got 

right now? I feel like… something is helping me recover my power even quicker than before… Vessel! Is 

this your doing?" 

"I think so? It is something the System did…" I said to her. "And not only that, but I also acquired a 

permanent stat boosts and even a new Skill?! I never thought it was possible to get one through 

Quests… But I guess it makes sense, some games do that…" 

I looked at the new Skill and realized I couldn't equip it because of this 10 Skill Slots limit. So, I decided to 

take out the [Cooking: Lv2] Skill for the moment, as I had no use for it outside of the kitchen and added 

the [Great Spirit Vessel] Skill into my Job Class Skill List instead. 



"Huh, games you say? I have no idea what's that but sure." The Great Spirit said as she seemed slightly 

more fond of the System now. "I guess that strange power is not so bad if it can recover my power… 

Huh." 

"Though, there was one that asked for us to harvest crops together, but we never did that, how come it 

was completed?" I asked. 

"Hm, probably the Grand Harvest Spell counted as harvesting, because, well, you literally harvested 

walking vegetables." Said the Great Spirit. 

"So anything goes, huh?" I wondered. 

Ding! 

[New Mini Quests have become available] 

[Current Great Spirit Bond Level: 0] [Total Spiritual Essence: 60/100] 

[Available Mini Quests (0/4)] 

[Bond even more with the Great Spirit] [Reward: 15 SE] 

[Defeat 40 Monsters with the Great Spirit's Aid] [Reward: 25 SE] 

[Harvest 20 Healthy Crops with the Great Spirit's Aid] [Reward: 35 SE] 

[Cook 10 different dishes with the Great Spirit's Aid] [Reward: 40 SE] 

"Huh, there's another row of Quests now! I guess we can do those later, not like it is anything hard… 

Although the last one says we have to make dishes together." I said. 

"Dishes? Like cooking?" Wondered the Great Spirit. 

"Yeah! Are you up for the challenge?" I wondered with a smirk. 

"Cooking is but a natural talent for a Great Spirit such as myself! Don't worry, I will give you the best 

food you've ever eaten in your entire life, Planta, mark my words!" The Great Spirit was as mighty as she 

was arrogant. 

"Hahh~ We are finally done!" Titan sighed in relief. 

"That was hellish…" Achlys murmured. 

"We did it, everyone!" Sporegon celebrated by raising his sword, as the other Mushrooms raised their 

weapons as well, everyone celebrated today's victory happily. 

"Phew… I am glad things ended alright, I am exhausted of MP though… And hungry." Sighed Acorn. 

"Alright you guys, let's go help to the castle now to report that things are safe now, we should be as 

polite as possible as well, so mind your manners! Especially you guys!" I said, looking at the Mushroom 

Brigade. "I order you to not be disrespectful with the fairies at all! It was partially your fault I ended in 

jail…" 

"S-Sure. We apologize for that…" Sighed Sporegon. 



"I am deeply sorry." Said Magius. 

"I apologize." Hunter added. 

"Sigh, alright. Let's go then!" I said, leading our party was we walked towards the castle. Titan and Rita 

couldn't help but ask about the quest. We had done something so grand yet nobody got rewards, this 

was because the quest had multiple Acts, sadly. 

"Acts?! You're telling me there's more of fighting impossible creatures like this?" Asked Achlys, feeling 

completely disappointed about containing this damn quest. And quite honestly, I was feeling the same 

too. 

"We'll have to go through more, huh? I guess we are not done until we help the Fairies recover from 

their disease and we defeat the Snake Queen. I guess this quest may last another day. After we are done 

with the Fairy Queen I'll log off, it is getting quite late." Titan said. 

"Sure Titan, sorry for forcing you into this…" I sighed, trying to apologize. 

"Oh no, don't worry, it was pretty fun to be honest. I never thought I would go through such a big 

challenge in the starting forest, like at all." He laughed. 

"Y-Yeah, it is pretty crazy, huh? Hahah…" I sighed. 

"The rewards of the previous one were pretty amazing, so I am sure this one will give out some great 

rewards! I remember something about a Subclass, right? Those are super rare!" Titan was actually quite 

happy. 
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Chapter 145: Moving Back To The Fairy Country 

"Subclasses? What's that?" Asked Rita while we walked towards the castle, I began to notice a few 

fairies emerging from the underground areas already, flocking towards us. 

"How can you not know the most basic info about the game, Achlys?! Subclasses are special quest-

locked second classes! Imagine how strong you are with your first class, but what if you can get an 

exclusively unique subclass just for yourself?! Subclasses are not only that, they come with five extra 

Skill Slots, something that many call game breaking!" Titan said excitedly. I guess Mark is really into this 

game! He looks cute talking so passionately about it. This is certainly not something I would see every 

day back at the job. 

"Oooh, so like a second class I guess… So what's so special? You'll have to waste Skill Points in them too, 

don't you?" Asked Rita. 

"Well yeah, but their Skill Options and bonuses are usually way better than conventional Classes." Said 

Titan. "I have investigated it and there's only a few thousand players out of millions that have reported 

to get a Subclass, so they're super rare! If we complete this Quest well enough, we'll be able to actually 

unlock a Subclass…" 

"Thousands?! That's still a lot!" Achlys said. "But I get it, a few thousands out of a million is indeed very 

rare, yeah." 
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"Hm, I agree. Tell me more about this, Titan. Do we really get five new Skill Slots?" I wondered. 

"Yeah! Although you can only equip Subclass Skills there, but each Skill is like an extra skill anyways, 

right? And they're always amazing. Those players with Subclasses are usually top ranked in PvP and 

other stuff. Most if not all of them are famous people and owners of Guilds." Titan said. 

"Guilds…" I murmured. Just thinking about Guilds made reminded me of all those times there were 

creeps talking to me about joining their guilds because I was a sexy babe or something. Ugh, this game 

avatar is really not like I look like in real life, huh? 

"You're interested in joining one, Planta?" Wondered Titan. "I have thought about joining one too, but 

guilds that are good will never recruit noobs like us… Well, not you, you're amazingly special so I am sure 

they'll recruit you." 

"But I don't really want to get involved with people I don't even know out of nowhere… I want to stay 

here with the people I know. All of you guys." I said with a smile. 

"Planta…" Titan muttered, he felt slightly moved I think. 

"Awww, isn't she the sweetest?" Asked Achlys, hugging me from behind and suddenly groping my 

breasts. 

"S-Stop it!" I said, quickly pushing her away. 

"This is a game, relax!" She laughed. 

"Okay then!" I roared, as I grabbed her breasts and fondled them around. 

"Uuaaggh! S-Stop that!" She cried. 

"You got what you deserved, bully!" I said with a smirk. 

"I-I feel like I shouldn't be looking at this right now." Titan said with a low voice. 

"Haha, don't worry, we are just playing around, we are friends in real life." Said Rita. 

"Yeeeah… But let's not talk about our real-life stuff, we are in the game, so let's talk about the game. We 

don't need to share each other's real-life names or something, in here, we are players and we are 

playing in this game world, we are different." I said. 

"I guess you're right. I wouldn't really mind talking about my real life with you girls, I've grown fond of 

you two." He said. "You're good people." 

"Hahah, you're trying to snatch me away from my husband or something, Casanova?" Rita asked 

coquettishly, as Titan felt flustered. 

"W-Wha… Of course not! I would never do such a thing; I was just acting friendly…" He said, lowering his 

head and scratching his wooden head. I approached him and petted his large wooden hands. 

"Don't worry, Achly's like that, she loves to tease others." I said. "You're also a nice person, Titan. I'm 

glad I found you in this game." 

"T-Thanks… It's rare to find people this honest nowadays…" Sighed Titan. 



"I can relate! Everyone is an asshole nowadays!" Rita said. 

"A-Anyways…" Acorn muttered atop the head of Titan. "I wonder if I could get Subclasses myself…" 

"Oh you?" Asked Titan. 

"I am sure you could! You got a Player Title now, so you should be able to, Acorn." I said. "You might be 

the first non-player to ever receive such a power too!" 

"Oooh! That sounds so great! I wonder if I can make better bombs and potions." He said while 

wondering something like that. 

"Geez, is getting stuck inside your atelier the only thing you think about, little Acorn?" Rita asked while 

crossing her arms. 

"I-It is my passion. I am working hard towards a future where I will be able to heal people from any 

disease… I want to make the world a better place… For my grandma, and papa and mama…" Acorn said. 

"I-I see… That's noble of you." Rita said with a slight smile. She seemed to take everything lightly 

because it was a game, but even Acorn's words got her out of guard. 

"I'll help you reach that goal, Acorn. We are best buddies forever." I said with a nod, as I petted his head. 

"I'm sure you'll get a super awesome Subclass, buddy." 

"You think so Lady Planta?!" Acorn asked while waving his adorable squirrel tail around. 

"Of course my man!" Titan said. "Now, I remember you were talking about an antidote for the fairies?" 

"Oh yeah! We should talk about that with the Fairy Queen if possible, if we can get in touch with her and 

learn more about the specifications of this disease, we'll be able to make a more accurate recipe." Acorn 

said. "Let's go, the gates are there!" 

"Alright…!" 

Titan slowly opened the gates with his enormous hands, as we were greeted with dozens of fairies 

pointing spears, swords, and bows at us from inside. 

"D-Don't step any closer- Eh?" 

"What?" 

"There's no snakes?" 

"What happened?" 

"Oh! Hello! We defeated them all for you guys!" 

I greeted everyone by dropping a bomb, the fairies quickly flew outside, seeing nothing but hundreds of 

dropped items resting over the floor. 

"It's true, I saw them with my two eyes." 

Suddenly, Nieve appeared from behind us, alongside a large group of wounded fairies. 
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"Nieve! Are you alright?! We saw you and your group out there, but when we began smacking the 

snakes, we lost sight of you. We didn't knew if we were able to help you." I said worriedly. 

"Yes, I am alright, thank you for being so concerned, Planta." Said Nieve with a calm and relieved smile. 

"Your strength was genuine and… I am sorry for doubting you so much. You have my sincerest apologies. 

I feel indebted as well, so let me lend you my strength from now on." Nieve suddenly said, as she 

seemed to want to… Eh? 

Ding! 

[You have convinced the [NPC: Nieve] of your good intentions] 

[NPC: Nieve] has favorable impressions of you, which have been further enhanced through the [Title: 

Revered Figure] 

[NPC: Nieve] has solicited to become your [Party Member], Accept?] 

<Yes> <No> 

Oh?! Nieve can join my party?! Wouldn't she be the second NPC that would join after Acorn? Wow, this 

is surprising! And she's probably pretty strong too as a Knightess, she got Ice Magic and is good with that 

tiny rapier of hers, so of course I'll make her a party member! 

I swiftly pressed <Yes> 

Ding! 

[NPC: Nieve] has been added to your [Party] 

[NPC: Nieve] has been added to your [Special Quest] 

And with that, it seems that Nieve joined us for real! It was super unexpected! And to boot, it seems she 

was very sorry for what she did before, so I guess there's no point in getting angry at her or something. 

As long as she apologizes, its all good for me. 

"Huh? What's this? Special Quest?" Nieve asked, suddenly noticing a System notification popping up in 

front of her, most likely. "Well, I'll see this strange thing later. For now, let's reunite with the survivors 

and our Queen, we need to talk a lot about what has happened." 

Nieve quickly led our party to the interior of the castle, while the rest of the soldiers began to help the 

people get out of the underground. One third of the city was in ruins due to our fight against the giant 

snake, but even then, damage was minimized as much as we could. The fairies were surprised that 

things were surprisingly intact despite all of the ruckus. Of course, those that still ended with their 

houses destroyed seemed to be lamenting it. 

"I am impressed that you managed to defeat that gigantic thing without destroying the entire city in the 

process." Said Nieve. "Well done, Planta. You've surprised me a lot today. And I feel extremely sorry 
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about how I acted before. Maybe I shouldn't had been so overly rude and cautious… I ended treating 

someone so strong and kind like a criminal…" 

"Don't worry about it! It's all in the past now, Nieve! Anyways, where is Florie?" I wondered. 

"Florie? I haven't seen her around. I believe I left her in her own room inside a noble house which wasn't 

affected by the battle, so she should be there. I hope she already cleansed that black oil she got in her 

hands. Was she trying to build a magic golem or something that she was covered in oil produced by the 

Black Oil Flowers?" Sighed Nieve, feeling like a big sister thinking about her playful little sister. 

"Black Oil Flowers?! What's that?" Acorn asked while joining the conversation, as we were led to sit 

down around a large rectangular table. 

"Oh, a Squirrel-kin. It is rare to see your kind here… And Black Oil Flowers are special flowers that 

produce a special, black-colored fruit. When squeezed, they produce a black oil extract rich in magic 

particles, which we convert into fuel for our magic golems." Said Nieve. 

"Oooh! That's interesting. Maybe I could learn a bit more of this golem making craft? Can Alchemist 

learn?" Wondered Acorn. 

"Why yes, Alchemist are the most proficient in making magical items and tools, golems are said to be 

great creations of ancient alchemists, we merely took this research and applied it with what we had. We 

would gladly welcome a member of Planta's party to our Golem Research and Production Guild." Said 

Nieve, smiling at the adorable squirrel. 

"Cool!" Said Acorn, waving his tail around. He was sitting over the head of Titan, so his tail was covering 

Titan's face… well, his skull-like face, I don't know if he got a real face other than the skull of an animal 

on top of his wooden body. 

Suddenly, were gathered with many other officials and soldiers, who began to ask us various questions 

regarding the war. Everybody started to discuss about what had happened. But everything always led to 

a primary problem that made it very hard for the fairies to properly retaliate. 

"Someone must have hijacked the golems!" Said an old fairy woman while raising a staff. 

"Yeah, I think so as well!" Added another old fairy, a man. Fairies didn't looked wrinkly but their hair 

would grow grayer and colorless as they grew older. Perhaps elves are similar. 

"But who… Who did this? A fairy? Is there a traitor that is trying to favor the monstrous Snake?" Asked a 

third. 

"Calm down all of you." Nieve said, slamming the table. "It is true that the golems were not able to work 

properly, but also, there was a severe lack of fighting experience in our troops, many soldiers panicked 

and fled from battle before things even started! As the generals, isn't your job to train your troops 

properly?" 

"T-That's…" 

"Well, it's true…" 

"But we fairies have lived in peace for so long, you can't blame us for not being ready for battle…!" 



"Hmph, well, now this happened. So it was always necessary to train. Perhaps even more servants of the 

Demon King that once tormented us in this forest are reviving after the "Rehashing", Queen Titania 

seems to be afraid of a grim future. The Snake Queen is a threat that will only grow stronger if we let her 

alive… I suggest a crusade towards her nest, the Swamps, and to slay her for good!" Nieve proclaimed. 
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The Snake Queen was serious business, the authorities of the Fairy Queendom seemed quite worried 

about her. She was some sort of snake, right? Was she a big snake like the midboss? It would be hard to 

fight her if that's the case… Ugh, we won't be doing this any time soon though, we all want to sleep, we 

are merely waiting for things to cool down here. 

"G-Going to the swamps? So soon after their initial invasion? Are you insane, Nieve?" 

"You might be the Magic Knight's Capitan but that doesn't make you the one that takes the decisions in 

here!" 

"We lack power as well, all our golems ended destroyed by that enormous beast that was miraculously 

defeated… And our troops are all wounded and with lowered morale, going there would be an absolute 

suicide." 

"I-I know that!" Nieve said. "But if we don't do anything, we'll only give more time to the Snake Queen 

to make more of her children. Who knows how many hundreds of eggs she has already laid in her lair, 

slowly growing into more of those vicious creatures? The entire forest will be overrun by then 

ultimately! I bet her numbers are low now and she must be preparing for something big again. We have 

to strike while the iron is hot!" 

The officers and generals didn't seem to agree with her idea and were all waving their heads and simply 

trying to ignore her. Their looks of disapproval was all she got from them. 

"We won't do something so risky yet, I am sorry, Nieve." 

"Nonetheless, it should be more important to repair the golems and the Barrier Crystals that are 

creating the Barrier itself, if we end up ignoring the most basic of things, it might get bad." 

"We also need to look for clues of the traitor behind the sabotage of the golems, be more mindful." 

"Right…" Nieve was shut down at the end. However, I felt the impulse to speak while the rest of my 

party was watching in silence, nobody had much energy to get involved in such a heated conversation… 

Except me. 

"Excuse me, but can I say something?" I asked. 

"Ah, yes?" 

"What is it?" 

"Ah, the Dryad. We shall give you a reward for your aid later." 
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"No, no, I don't want any reward. Don't worry. I just wanted to say that I was willing to go to the swamp 

and help you defeat the Snake Queen. Nieve, you can come with us if you want to, we'll appreciate a 

powerful Magic Knight like you in our party." I said with the gentlest smile I could to lift her spirits. 

"Y-You what?! You're willing to do so much for us?!" 

"But the Snake Queen and the swamps… We haven't said anything because you've done a lot already, it 

would be out of our way to ask you even more…" 

"It would be hurting our pride, quite honestly." 

"Well, I just want to go and defeat her because that's what the Tree of the Beginning has asked me to 

do. As a Spirit of Nature, it is my duty." I said with a benevolent voice. 

"Planta…!" Nieve cried. Her face twisted with many emotions, as she began to cry a bit. 

"Eh? Don't cry…!" I said, trying to make her feel composed. 

"T-Thanks!" She cried. "I'll help you as well!" 

The other fairies looked at one another. 

"It is true that you possess incredible power as a group, but how exactly are you planning on doing this, 

and when?" 

"We are afraid we won't be able to provide too many soldiers for your cause." 

"Indeed…" 

"Ah! Don't worry about it. We are quite competent, and this is a Quest made by the Tree of Beginnings 

and also the Gods, it is our duty." I said, reassuring them. "More importantly, I would like to ask you for 

a few resources, such as Medicinal Herbs, and perhaps Potions." 

"Oh, we got that in the storage. We could provide you with such things." 

"Yes, do you need this for your travels?" 

"Partially! Also, Acorn here is an amazing Alchemist, Apothecary, and Doctor. He has already made up a 

new recipe that could potentially cure the disease." I said. "Right, Acorn?" 

"Y-Yes! That's right. I have made something up." He said. 

The fairies were skeptical of a squirrel-kin. They seemed to see these beast people as "lowers" than 

them, perhaps due to their animalistic appearances. 

"A squirrel-kin being capable of making up a cure to this disease not even our greatest experts have 

been able to heal?" 

"…But he's part of her party, she might be saying the truth." 

"We once not believed her and she proved us wrong. Let us have… a little faith on them this time 

around." 

"True… I suppose we can do as much." 



The fairies quickly agreed to aid us with any resources they had disponible. 

"Alright then! We need to first make an All Anti-Curse Remedy, which requires a few materials. I have 

around over half of the available in my Item Box, but we need to go pick up the rest. This is also why I 

wanted to check if you had these items. After we are done with the All-Anti-Curse Remedy, we need to 

make Cure-All Base, and then refine it with the Venom of the Snakes here. They must be all related." 

Said Acorn. 

"What are the ingredients you need?" The old Fairy Lady asked, as Acorn gave her a rough paper with a 

written list of things. 

"I got most of the ones I put a circle on, but the rest are missing. I know where they can be picked up but 

I doubt we'll have time to do this leisurely right now…" Acorn said. 

"Hmm… Anti Paralysis Oil Extract, Sundown Flowers, Salty Grass Oil Extract… Ah, I believe we got 

everything you need! But this quantity of materials… Almost over thirty! You've conceived an immense 

recipe!" Said the woman. 

"Yeah, I am making an Elixir!" 

"Y-You know how to make Elixirs?!" 

"Yeah! I learned from my grandpa." 

Acorn seemed to be way more than the fairies had expected from him. 
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From what Acorn has told me, Elixirs are apparently one of the pinnacles of Alchemy. They're special 

potions that go beyond simply healing and have incredible magical potential that can even surpass 

curses and strong once thought to be uncurable diseases. There are various Elixir-type Potions, and they 

all need ridiculously big quantities of items. The list Acorn gave them was the most he could shorten it, 

but it still required roughly 29 different ingredients. He brought his own ingredients and was able to 

secure half of the ingredients, and it seems that the fairies have the rest. 

A few minutes after the conference, we all gathered in the enormous storage building of the city, as 

various fairies were carrying large bags filled with herbs and bottles with extracts of many types of oils. 

There was a gigantic amount of ingredients to do all sorts of Alchemy here! There's even a small 

Alchemy Guild here, which probably all these ingredients belong to. 

The Gray-haired fairy woman with beautiful yellow eyes was in fact the Guild Master of the Alchemy 

Guild, and this was why she was in the conference, as she was a very important figure, and one of the 

best alchemists and apothecaries of the city. 

However, even she who have lived for over three hundred years was shocked by Acorn's incredible 

talent and sharpness. 

"With this, I think I could make it!" Said Acorn. 
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He was now standing in front of an enormous pile of herbs and also lined up bottles filled with different 

oil extracts. There were six other Alchemists from the Alchemist Guild which the Guild Master has 

brought here to aid him. They were just as skeptical of him because he was a Squirrel-kin, which 

somehow they associate with "dumb demi-humans", but he proved them all wrong when he told them 

the specifics, and how detailed everything was within his recipe and plans. 

"I am left speechless, this recipe looked so rough at first hand, but its process is very simplistic yet 

incredibly detailed! You've managed to increase the chance of a Super Success in the Alchemic Process 

through lengthening the recipe and making each step less complicated but that in exchange takes some 

more time." Said one of the Alchemists, a green haired fairy boy. 

"It might take several hours, but this is… Quite possible! I can see it… the ingredients melding together. 

The oils reacting to one another. You're a genius to be able to devise such a thing so easily! Did you said 

you came out with this recipe in the middle of battle?" Asked a blue-haired fairy Alchemist girl. 

"Hahah… Y-Yeah, it is nothing that big. I've refined it while we were walking back here and added some 

more details." Said Acorn. "I am still a newbie so I hope all of you can help me out!" Acorn said adorably, 

the fairies all felt his humbleness and thought of him as a great (and adorable) young man. 

"S-Sure! Count on me!" 

"We'll assist you as much as we can." 

"If we all work together, I am sure that we can do it, Acorn!" 

"Fufu, it seems that they all are convinced by now." The Guild Master said. "For the moment, Acorn, 

you'll stay with us. All of you lot should rest for now. Ah right, the Queen has called you to her room, 

Planta, Nieve." 

"Eh? Me?!" I asked. I was already beginning to imagine sleeping in my bed and then I am called by the 

Queen! 

"M-Me too? But I have done nothing worthy!" Said Nieve. "Wait… maybe she wants to reprimand me…" 

"Nonetheless, the other officers are there as well, they're gathering clues about the traitor, so if you can 

help them out as well, it would be appreciated." The old lady said. 

"Okay, thanks!" I said. "Acorn, after this we'll go to sleep and we'll be back in some hours, so take care of 

things while we are off, alright? I'll leave the Mushroom Brigade here and my monsters to take care of 

things." 

"Sure thing, Lady Planta, have a good night! We Squirrel-kin are nocturnal species, and also we can stay 

awake for four days in a row!" Acorn said. His species seemed capable of staying awake for long periods 

of time, so I guess not sleeping wasn't an issue for him. 

"Okay then, take care." I said. Achlys and Titan also said their goodbyes to Acorn, as they decided to 

accompany me to see the Queen out of sheer curiosity, although both of them were yawning a lot 

already. 

"Oh man, I am sleepy…" Sighed Achlys. 



"Let's log off after the queen's talk." Said Titan. 

"I agree…" I sighed. 

When we reached the door to the room of the Queen, we were greeted by like five guards. They all let 

us step inside her beautifully decorated room, completely filled with plants and flowers everywhere. She 

lacked most material things and loved to just fill her room with all sorts of flowers and plants. Her own 

bed was mostly made from a living tree spreading its roots around. 

Entering the room, we found her sitting in her bed. She seemed to have gotten slightly worse before the 

snake's attack, as she had coughed blood a bit. 

"Ah, Planta and her friends, welcome…" She said with a sick and weak voice. She looked so lustrous, 

divine, and beautiful before, but now she showed us her most frail appearance, sickly, and looking very 

tired. 

"Queen Titania…" I said while holding her hand and using magic to appease her pain. 

"Ah, you're such a lovely child. But there is no need for healing. I've healed myself plenty of times… This 

curse has reached the stage where it cannot be easily stopped with healing magic, sadly…" She sighed. 

"But more importantly, I've called you here to personally thank you for saving my small nation from its 

demise… If I wasn't bedridden, I would had helped you defeat these monsters, but as you can see, I can 

barely walk now…" 
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Queen Titania was bedridden and looked way worse than I remember her. I suppose that the curse has 

been affecting her for a long time, but to think it can weaken even beings as strong as her… Hasn't she 

lived for thousands of years maybe? 

"My Queen please keep resting, it is unnecessary to call us merely to thank us…" Nieve said. 

"Nieve, you did a good job too." Titania said with a warming smile. "Despite being a young fairy, you've 

worked harder than anybody in the knight's guard, your effort and talent are things I cannot simply 

ignore… you've given up your all to protect the gates, well done." The Queen began to caress Nieve's 

head, as the girl began to blush a bit. 

"I-It is nothing, please don't mind it…" She sighed while blushing a bit. 

"Nonetheless, Planta, thank you. Without you, I don't know what we would had been able to do. Now 

the Barrier is very damaged and we'll need to somehow repair it, but this disease is draining all my 

power and life… This curse or disease was most likely spread out by the Snake Queen… Hah… I always 

thought of myself as almost untouchable, but when I was affected, I began to realize how frail I truly 

am." The Queen sighed. 

"Don't worry about it, a friend of us is making some potions!" I said with a nod. 

"P-Potions? We have tried everything possible, there's no way that would be so easily. I don't want to 

doubt your friends but-" 
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"No, he will do it!" I said while nodding. "Acorn even healed his own tribe from the Miasmic Disease." 

"Miasmic Disease?! I thought that was uncurable as well… S-So there was a cure?" Asked the Queen. 

"Perhaps… this little squirrel might be the one. Oh right… I also apologize for having been rude to you 

before, I was also rather skeptical after what that mischievous dwarf did to us." 

"Don't worry, please, it is in the past." I said. 

"And… who might these be? Your friends as well?" Titania asked curiously. 

"I-I am Achlys, a Dark Elf… Good friend of Planta. Err, the Goddess Nyx sent me here." Said Achlys. 

"And I am Titan, an Ent from the small Ent Forest. The Ent Patriarch sent me here with the mission of 

help this forest and Planta in her journey." Said Titan. 

The two came out with good backgrounds. Though I don't know if his whole purpose is to help me, as 

Titan said… 

"I see! You came to rescue her in the middle of everything?" Wondered Titania. The Mushrooms weren't 

here as I left them with Acorn. 

"Y-Yeah…" I sighed. "Sorry if that was disrespectful, but we had to run." 

"I understand." She said. "You have good companions. A Dark Elf and a Ent, it has been ages since I've 

seen both of you since the Rehashing…" She sighed. 

"Excuse me, but what's the Rehashing thing you talk so much about so openly?" Asked Achlys. 

"Ah, I suppose Players don't know about this, as you came after it." Said Titania. "I myself am very 

uninformed as well. The knowledge I possess about this event is slim. However, I know that it happened 

long, long ago, when the Demon King of the End… destroyed our world." 

"E-Ehhh?!" I cried in surprise. "D-Destroyed?!" 

"And- Ah." Queen Titania suddenly stopped speaking. "It seems… the world does not allow me to speak 

further." 

"Huh? What do you mean?" Asked Achlys. 

"The knowledge that Players are allowed to know… Is limited. I believe that when you grow stronger and 

discover more of the truth by yourself, it might be possible for me to tell you more." Sighed Titania. "I 

am very sorry." 

"O-Oh, please don't worry about it and lift up your head! It's all right." I said. "We'll eventually learn on 

our own. The Great Spirit of Harvest and Farming also said she couldn't tell me." 

"T-The Great Spirit?!" Titania asked. 

"Yeah! Nobody can see her though except me…" I sighed. Suddenly, a floating carrot emerged at my 

side. 

"So this is this generation's Fairy Queen?" She spoke. 



"A-Ahh…! I-It can't be…! A Great Spirit has been revived!" Titania cried. "Cough, cough…!" 

Suddenly, she got too agitated and began to cough. It seems she was able to see the spirit. 

"P-Please calm down a bit!" Nieve said. "What spirit are you talking about, milady?" 

"It seems nobody can see her, but Planta here has become the Vessel of a Great Spirit, the ones that 

stand above all other Spirits. It is weakened, but it is growing within her. Incredible, it seems you're even 

more amazing than I thought, Planta. I will trust you now, more than anybody." Said Titania. 

"Eh? Just because of this carrot?" I asked while raising an eyebrow. 

"W-Who are you calling carrot?" Asked the Great Spirit angrily. 

Meanwhile, Achlys and Titan were talking with one another while spectating everything in silence. 

"Do you know what they're talking about?" 

"No idea." 

Titania continued talking about how glorious all of this was, but I felt like she was going a bit overboard 

and only getting worse. At the end, we managed to calm her a bit more and we went back to topic, as 

we decided to tell her about the potions being made, and about our intention to slay the Snake Queen, 

all while trying to find the one behind the sabotage of the golems and perhaps, even bringing the 

disease here. 

"I see, so you're going to go in such a journey… I cannot stop you, even if its very dangerous. I know 

you're all capable of this challenge… However, even if its little, I will give you a small gift of gratitude for 

everything you've done for us, and also to reconcile after how we acted against you." 

Queen Titania approached her hand towards me, suddenly touching my forehead with her right hand's 

index finger. In a flash of bright light, some sort of mystical essence entered my head and flowed across 

my body, giving me a bit of a shock. 

Ding! 

[You have received the [Fairy Queen's Champion] Title!] 

[You acquired the [Fairy Queen's Protection: Lv1] Race Skill!] 

[You gained +10 to All Stats] 

[You can now Summon Fairy-type Entities within certain Summon-type Skills] 

[New Spells have become available for [Spirit Magic] Skill: [Forest Fairy Call], [Grace of Nature], [Magical 

Flower Garden], and [Charming Grace]!] 

[You have reached 1600 MP before Level 30, you acquired the [Developing Magician] Title!] 

Oh?! T-This is…! 
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"It might not be so much, but I hope that my help can be of any use." Queen Titania said humbly, as she 

gave me her blessing. 

Ding! 

[You have received the [Fairy Queen's Champion] Title!] 

[You acquired the [Fairy Queen's Protection: Lv1] Race Skill!] 

[You gained +10 to All Stats] 

[You can now Summon Fairy-type Entities within certain Summon-type Skills] 

[New Spells have become available for [Spirit Magic] Skill: [Forest Fairy Call], [Grace of Nature], [Magical 

Flower Garden], and [Charming Grace]!] 

[You have reached 1600 MP before Level 30, you acquired the [Developing Magician] Title!] 

Ahhh! I got so many things?! I even got +10 to all stats permanently?! Isn't that a bit broken? To boot, I 

can now Summon Fairy-type Entities? What's that all about? Well, it seems that Spirit Magic was 

upgraded as well as I got four new Spells… And also, I got a new Title and Skill- no, two titles. 

Apparently the +10 to MP finally let me have 1600 MP, which is enough to gain a new Magician Title. Is 

this an upgrade to [Apprentice Magician]? The System windows popped up one after another, showing 

me all my gains. 

[Fairy Queen's Champion] 

Acquisition Conditions: Be regarded as a Champion and Blessed by the Fairy Queen Titania (NPC). 

Equip Bonus: Grants +5% to All Stats (Invisible Buff) and Increases MP Regeneration by +20%. 

Additionally, your favorability with Fairies is increased greatly. (All Effects are active even when the Title 

is not equipped). 

A Title that can only be rarely obtained by a kindhearted Hero that has been recognized by Fairy Queen 

Titania. Her kindness is great, and her mere blessing will increase all your strength by a small amount 

permanently, over time, this enhancement will grow larger on you, helping you develop new abilities 

related with Fairies. 

Woow! This one grants effects at 100% without needing to equip it?! I got the Revered Figure Title that 

only gives me 20% of the other Title Equip Bonuses and Effects, but this one will always be 100% even if 

I don't equip it, that's nice. 

[Developing Magician] 

Acquisition Conditions: Reach 1600+ MP before Level 30. 

Equip Bonus: +500 MP, +80 INT, +80 WIS, +20% Magic Damage 

A Title given to only Players that have already decided to walk through the path of a Magician by 

increasing their MP to large quantities. After reaching 1600 MP at your current level, not many that are 

within your level range can even compare to your immense quantity of MP. 



This one Title doesn't give me the equip bonus unless I equip it, like the normal ones. Although thanks to 

having [Revered Figure] equipped, I get 20% of its Equip Bonus effects added to me as an invisible bonus 

to my stats anyways! With this, I can get even more MP, INT, and WIS. And even some Magic Damage as 

a bonus! I'll take what I can happily, my intention since the beginning was to collect as many Titles as I 

could. 

[Fairy Queen's Protection: Lv1] 

A Special Skill that can only be acquired through the Blessing of the Fairy Queen. This Skill can be 

equipped in the [Race Skills] Slot. 

Due to your affinity with nature and spirits, the Fairy Queen has taken a liking on you and has seen 

through your kind heart. You have gained her Protection, which enhances your Physical and Magical 

Defense by +20%. Additionally, in a pinch, you have a small chance (20%, can increase based in LUK) to 

be able to block a lethal attack against you or any of your registered [Party Members], and you can also 

enhance Barrier-type Magic to gain greater effects. 

Oh, this is more of a Support-type or Passive-type Skill, I assume? It seems to grant a flat enhancement 

to my Physical and Magical Defense which is pretty sweet, and it even has a 20% chance to block a lethal 

attack against me or any of my Party Members?! That's crazy good… I got a high LUK stat for some 

reason, so this might have an even higher chance than just 20%. 

Ding! 

[Special Skills obtained through Quests cannot be Leveled through the use of Skill Points] 

[To Level Up Special Skills, a combination of character growth and bond strengthening between the giver 

of the Skill and the Player is required] 

Eh? So I can't level it up by myself, huh? Maybe I need to become Titania's good friend. Well, not like I 

mind, she's very nice and cute. I'll do my best to make her my best friend! I suppose the same applies for 

the Great Spirit and the [Great Spirit Vessel] Skill I also have, which I haven't checked yet… Let's see it 

too while we are at it. 

[Great Spirit Vessel: Lv1] 

A Special Skill that can only be acquired through becoming the Vessel of a Great Spirit. This Skill can be 

equipped in the [Class Skills] Slot. 

As you've become the Vessel of the Great Spirit of Harvest and Farming, you now harbor the Spirit's 

[Spiritual Essence]. However, the Great Spirit is currently weakened, and it can only grow stronger 

through your own growth and the developing bond that you're forming with her. 

Nonetheless, by solely becoming her Vessel you already gain +20% to MP, INT, WIS, and LUK. 

Additionally, you can share the power of the [Spiritual Essence] after the Great Spirit has charged with 

enough Mana to unleash a [Spiritual Attack] by charging any magic or physical attack with [Spiritual 

Essence]. These attacks can enhance the effects of magic and physical attacks by several times 

depending in the amount of [Spiritual Essence] used. 



Additionally, the Great Spirit is capable of channeling your Magic Power and her Spiritual Essence to 

conjure unique [Great Spiritual Harvest Magic], special magic with incredible effects that require large 

quantities of Mana and Spiritual Essence and can only be used scarcely. 

Available [Great Spiritual Harvest Magic]: 

Level 1: [Harvest Blessing], [Grand Harvest], [Spiritual Attack] 

Ah… I see, so this is the power we used all the time, it finally became an actual Skill this time around. 

This is quite good, to be honest. 


